MODELS

A-11319, A-11318

Cozy Wide Plastic Folding Sunshade

We’ve Got You Covered.

Tough. Light. Easy.

When you need to avoid the sun’s heat and damaging rays, Cozy Cab
sunshades and bimini sunshades are more than a convenience, they’re
a necessity. Designed to install quickly, with no drilling. And they’re
built with quality materials that repel the sun’s harmful UV rays for years
to come.

The Cozy Cab Difference.
Cozy Cab was born from an idea that
aftermarket cabs, sunshades, and accessories
should fit, look, and function like they were
personally built for your tractor. Designed
with intelligence and built with quality,
Cozy Cab products place a premium
on comfort, efficiency and productivity.
Installation is quick and efficient. And like
all of our products, Cozy Cab enclosures
are offered only through industry-leading
registered dealers and distributors.
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Operate your equipment in comfort with a sunshade from Custom Products.
In warm weather, sunshades give you a shaded and comfortable working environment.
Our sunshades are red or gray to compliment your machine for a sharp appearance.

Standard Features
Provides sun protection for operating
comfort
Bolt together unit comes boxed for
easy shipping
Lightweight, red or gray plastic roof
with steel mounting hardware
Clamps to roll bar without drilling
Fits folding and non-folding roll bars

Specifications
A-11319 Gray Fits 2-post roll bar of
2” x 2” or 3” x 2” tubing with a
maximum width of 40.75”
A-11318 Red Fits 2-post roll bar of
2” x 2” or 3” x 2” tubing with a
maximum width of 40.75”
Plastic sunshade clamps to roll bar without drilling.

Adjustable to fit roll bars with angles
of 15° forward and 18° rearward
Sunshade extends 40” in front of roll
bar

Safety Notice
Fold down sunshade prior to
transport

Folded, ready for transportation. Folds flat to folded roll bar.
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